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Abstract. Structure from Motion (SfM) algorithms take as input multi-
view stereo images (along with internal calibration information) and yield
a 3D point cloud and camera orientations/poses in a common 3D coor-
dinate system. In the case of an incremental SfM pipeline, the process
requires repeated model estimations based on detected feature points: ho-
mography, fundamental and essential matrices, as well as camera poses.
These estimations have a crucial impact on the quality of 3D reconstruc-
tion. We propose to improve these estimations using the a contrario
methodology. While SfM pipelines usually have globally-ﬁxed thresholds
for model estimation, the a contrario principle adapts thresholds to the
input data and for each model estimation. Our experiments show that
adaptive thresholds reach a signiﬁcantly better precision. Additionally,
the user is free from having to guess thresholds or to optimistically rely
on default values. There are also cases where a globally-ﬁxed threshold
policy, whatever the threshold value is, cannot provide the best accuracy,
contrary to an adaptive threshold policy.
1 Introduction
There are numerous approaches to estimate the structure from motion (scene
structure and camera motion) from multiple images. Thanks to recent progress
in image matching and optimization, it is now possible to compute large scale 3D
reconstruction from millions of internet images on reasonable sized cluster [1] or
even on a single high-end computer [2]. All these methods aim at working with
large datasets of images, but few consider the accuracy of the reconstruction.
Most current Structure fromMotion (SfM) pipelines are sequential: they start
from a minimal reconstruction and incrementally add new views using pose es-
timation and 3D point triangulation algorithms. There is no guarantee that the
reconstruction converges to the global optimum solution. The implementation
often relies on many bundle adjustment steps to optimize the solution and uses
hard thresholds for robust model estimation. Recently the L∞ framework [3]
has been shown to solve multi-view geometry problems, minimizing directly the
maximal reprojection error rather than the sum of squared error. Although the
global minimum is found using convex or linear programming, it becomes com-
putationally expensive when dealing with outliers and large problems [4].
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This paper makes use of the a contrario theory to study the adaptation
of model estimation thresholds to input data. We show how to automatically
compute these thresholds and illustrate the advantages: besides user-friendly
parameterless procedures, we can also reach optimization levels that would be
unattainable with globally-ﬁxed thresholds. Our adaptive thresholds are imple-
mented in a SfM pipeline that targets high precision. Examples output of our
SfM pipeline applied to 128 (resp. 119) images are shown in Fig. 1. Note the wide
variation of the automatic threshold for pose estimation. Our SfM produces a
sparse 3D point cloud based on image feature points, not a dense 3D reconstruc-
tion; a subsequent multiple-view stereovision pipeline has to be used for that,
such as PMVS [5] or the pipeline described in [6]. The dense reconstruction
quality critically depends on the calibration computed from SfM.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls the principles of Struc-
ture from Motion. Section 3 brieﬂy reviews robust model estimation. Section 4
describes the a contrario methodology and its general application to model esti-
mation. Section 5 describes the particular stages of the classical incremental SfM
that we replace with a speciﬁc a contrario model estimation. Section 6 details
evaluation results on real and synthetic datasets, and Section 7 concludes.
2 Structure from Motion  the classical pipeline
Structure from Motion (Fig. 2) computes an external camera pose per image (the
motion) and a 3D point cloud (the structure) representing the pictured scene.
Inputs are images and internal camera calibration information. Feature points
are detected in each image (e.g., SIFT [9] or SURF [10]) and matched between
image pairs. There are two main approaches to correlate detected features and
solve the SfM problem: the incremental pipeline and the global method.
The incremental pipeline is a growing reconstruction process. It starts from an
initial two-view reconstruction (the seed) that is iteratively extended by adding
new views and 3D points, using pose estimation and triangulation. Due to the
incremental nature of the process, successive steps of non-linear reﬁnement, like
bundle adjustment and Levenberg-Marquardt steps, are performed to minimize
the accumulated error (drift) [11, 12].
The general feature correspondence and SfM processes are described in algo-
rithms 1 and 2. The ﬁrst algorithm outputs pairwise correspondences that are
consistent with the estimated fundamental matrix. Homography estimation is
used to choose an initial image pair with numerous correspondences while keep-
ing a wide enough baseline. The second algorithm takes these correspondences
as input and yields a 3D point cloud as well as the camera poses. Steps marked
with a star (∗) are those we redeﬁne within the a contrario framework. This al-
lows critical thresholds to be automatically adapted to the input images, which
yields more accurate SfM as we shall see.
State of the art systems and methods for SfM include Bundler [13], Saman-
tha [14], image triplets based approaches [15, 7] and Visual Odometry systems [16,
17]. All these systems and methods rely on RANSAC-based model estimation
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Fig. 1. From top to bottom: sparse 3D reconstruction from our SfM pipeline, PMVS
densiﬁcation [5] and variation of the automatic threshold of pose estimation. Left: the
128 images dataset from [7] source code. Right: the 119 images of 004 scene from [8]
dataset. Estimated camera positions represented as blue dots.
to be robust to noise/false data. However, it introduces static thresholds, which
have to be set empirically.
The global methods compute essential matrix for all possible input pairs
and perform the reconstruction in a two-step process. First globally consistent
rotations are computed from the relative pairwise rotations (see Martinec and
Pajdla [18] and Govindu [19, 20]), then structure and translation equations are
solved via the L∞ constraint [3], or L1 penalization [4] to deal with outliers. As
in the incremental pipeline, the basis of the method is a robust estimation of a
model that is controlled by a static empirical threshold.
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Fig. 2. Structure from Motion.
Algorithm 1 Computation of geometry-consistent pairwise correspondences
Require: image set
Ensure: pairwise point correspondences that are geometrically consistent
Compute putative matches:
detect features in each image and build their descriptor
match descriptors (brute force or approximate nearest neighbor)
Filter geometric-consistent matches:
∗ estimate fundamental matrix F
∗ estimate homography matrix H
3 Parameterizing robust model estimation
Robust model estimation from noisy data that are corrupted by outliers is often
performed with the RANSAC (RANdom SAmple Consensus) algorithm [21], or
one of its variants. This is the case for the above-mentioned SfM systems.
RANSAC is a randomized procedure due to complexity considerations. It
repeatedly selects random sample sets S from the data, whose minimal size is
suﬃcient to estimate the parameters of a model. At each trial, inliers are deﬁned
as the data that ﬁts the model within an acceptable error threshold T . After a
given number of iterations, the model parameters that maximize the number of
corresponding inliers are returned.
The RANSAC algorithm depends on a critical parameter: the choice of
threshold T . If T is too small, then little data is selected as inliers, which leads to
model imprecision and even, sometimes, to the impossibility to estimate a model
because the number of inliers is too small. If T is too large, then outliers (false
positives) contaminate inliers, which also leads to inaccurate or wrong models.
But the user is generally clueless about the choice of a threshold value. This is
very much the case for SfM. Even though SfM thresholds are generally expressed
in pixels, which could make sense to the user, they actually refer indirectly to
complex operations concerning feature points, and it is practically impossible
to adjust or guess any sensible threshold by just looking at the pictures of a
dataset. Threshold selection is exempliﬁed in Fig. 3 for image registration.
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Algorithm 2 Incremental Structure from Motion
Require: internal camera calibration (matrix K, possibly from EXIF data)
Require: pairwise geometry consistent point correspondences
Ensure: 3D point cloud
Ensure: camera poses
compute correspondence tracks t
compute connectivity graph G (1 node per view, 1 edge when enough matches)
pick an edge e in G with suﬃcient baseline (compare F and H)
∗ robustly estimate essential matrix from images of e
triangulate t ∩ e, which provides an initial reconstruction
contract edge e
while G contains an edge do
pick edge e in G that maximizes track(e) ∩ {3D points}





Fig. 3. Robust homography estimation. From left to right: RANSAC threshold (trans-
fer error through homography) T = 0.5 pixels yields 6 points correspondences, thresh-
old T = 2 pixels (i.e., default Bundler threshold) yields 19 points, and threshold T = 6.8
pixels yields 50 points as well as a better estimated homography. This last value was
actually automatically computed with an a contrario technique, that statistically de-
termines a conﬁdence threshold (cf. Section 4).
RANSAC thus faces the user with a dilemma: setting a low threshold and
possibly underestimating inliers, which may reduce model accuracy and jeopar-
dize model existence, or setting a high threshold and possibly corrupt data with
outliers, which may also decrease precision. In practice, the user relies on default
threshold values, that work reasonably well although they might be sub-optimal.
Another issue relates to the globality of parameterization. In practical set-
tings, many instances of a model estimation problem have to be solved inde-
pendently, for diﬀerent elements of a dataset. For instance, in SfM, pose has
to be estimated many times for a number of diﬀerent image pairs. The fact is
that each problem instance calls for a speciﬁc threshold value, adapted to the
corresponding data noise. However, most systems only accept a global threshold
value for treating a whole dataset. Such a global threshold is naturally too low
for some data, and too high for others. There are thus cases where even a perfect
oracle can only provide a sub-optimal global parameterization.
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4 A contrario model estimation
Our approach to address the issues listed in Section 3 is to use a methodology for
ﬁnding a model that best ﬁts the data with a conﬁdence threshold that adapts
automatically to noise. For this, we use an a contrario model estimation.
In this framework, the computed thresholds are such that they have a good
chance of correctly telling apart inliers from outliers. As a result, the accuracy of
model estimation tends to be as good as possible (given the sampling strategy),
and there are less risks of inadvertently selecting too few inliers for a model to be
estimated. Moreover, as thresholds adapt to data, they can vary depending on
each image, which allows estimations that would otherwise be impossible with a
globally-ﬁxed threshold. Last, the user is free from having to set opaque values
or to optimistically rely on default values. Automatic and speciﬁc a contrario
threshold values are illustrated in 3.
4.1 The a contrario methodology
The a contrario (AC) methodology relies on the Helmholtz principle: an ob-
served strong deviation from the background model is relevant information. In
other words, a conﬁguration that is unlikely to be explained by chance is con-
spicuous. This theory has been ﬁrst introduced by Desolneux et al. in [22] and
applied to detection in images.
Applied to model estimation, the a contrario approach answers the question
Does this model arise by chance? and thus decides the meaningfulness of a
model. The corresponding statistical criterion is data-speciﬁc and avoids em-
pirically setting thresholds for inlier/outlier discrimination. It thus provides a
parameter-free evolution of RANSAC, called AC-RANSAC [25]. Additionally,
once a meaningful model is found, the convergence of AC-RANSAC can be
accelerated by reducing the number of random samples and drawing further
samples among the inliers of this model. A contrario model estimation has ﬁrst
been introduced to estimate the fundamental matrix under the name of ORSA
(Optimized-RANSAC) [24], later renamed as AC-RANSAC and extended to
multiple model estimation under the name MAC-RANSAC [23].
AC-RANSAC looks for a consensus set that includes a controlled Number
of False Alarms (NFA), as described below. A false alarm in this context is a
model that is actually due to chance. This requires the deﬁnition of a background
model H0 and of a rigidity measure. H0, called the null hypothesis, is a model
of random correspondence: a pair of independent points that are uniformly dis-
tributed in their respective image. The rigidity measure is the residual error (of
inliers) with respect to an estimated model.
The generic NFA for a rigid model M , which is a generalization of Moisan
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 k is the number of hypothesized inlier correspondences,
 n is the total number of correspondences,
 Nsample is the cardinal of a RANSAC sample,
 Nout is the number of models that can be estimated from a RANSAC sample
of Nsample correspondences (Nsample is often such that Nout = 1),
 ek(M) is the k-th lowest error to the modelM among all n correspondences,
 α0 is the probability of a random correspondence having error 1 pixel,
 d is the error dimension: 1 for point-to-line distance, 2 for point-to-point.
α0 is independent on the tested model M , being the probability of a random
correspondence under background model distribution having error 1 pixel: e.g.,
ratio of area of band of radius 1 and of the area of image for point-to-line
distance. The term ek(M)dα0 is the probability of a random correspondence
having error at most ek(M). The last factor in the formula is thus the probability
of k − Nsample correspondences having error at most ek(M). The other factors
represent a number of tests. In other words, this is an expectation of false alarms




NFA(M,k) ≤  . (2)
The only parameter is . It is usually set to 1, and the inlier/outlier error thresh-
old for model M is ek, with k minimizing (2).
AC model estimation requires ﬁnding argminM NFA(M) among all models
M computed from all possible Nsample correspondences. For a given M , the
complexity of computing NFA(M) is O(n log n) since it requires sorting the






, which becomes exceedingly large as soon as Nsample > 2,
hence the random model sampling tests of RANSAC.
Minimizing the NFA instead of maximizing the inlier count (if an inlier/out-
lier threshold T is given) or minimizing the median of errors (in the least median
of squares variant) is the task of AC-RANSAC. The deﬁnite advantage over
standard RANSAC is that the precision ek(M), that replaces T , adapts to the
data. In our experiments, we let AC-RANSAC [25] set the threshold without any
additional constraint. More precisely, we only impose that the returned model
provides at least 2Nsample inliers.
4.2 Rigidity measures for robust Structure from Motion models
The robust model estimations that are required to deﬁne an incremental 3D re-
construction pipeline are the fundamental matrix, homography, essential matrix
and pose estimations (see Section 2). Each kind of model has its own deﬁnition
of rigidity. To devise the a contrario rigid model estimation algorithm for these
cases, we need to determine the values of α0, d, Nsample and Nout assuming a uni-
form distribution of correspondences. Two main groups of measures are needed:
point to point and point to line distances.
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Model Fundamental Homography Essential Pose estimation
Nsample 7 8 4 5 (see [26]) 8 4 + K (see [27]) 6
Nout 3 1 1 10 1 1 1
Table 1. Number of samples and number of models for the model estimators.
Point to point distance. For homography and camera pose estimation:
 α0 = piA : it is the ratio of the radius 1 disk area to image area A.
 d = 2: the disk area grows quadratically with its radius.
Point to line distance. For essential and fundamental matrix estimation:
 α0 = 2DA : considering a band of radius 1 around an image line, whose
length cannot exceed the image diameter D, α0 is the upper bound of the
ratio of areas of such a band to area of the image. Notice this is only an
upper bound used for faster computation, which may be more selective than
strictly necessary. The actual α0 should depend on the considered line.
 d = 1: the band area grows linearly with the distance to the line.
Nout is the maximum number of models that can be computed for a set of
Nsample correspondences. It depends on the estimation procedure. The values
of Nout are listed in Table 1. Note that Nout may also depend on the actual sam-
ple: e.g., computing a fundamental matrix with the 7-point algorithm requires
ﬁnding roots of a third degree polynomial, which can have 1 or 3 solutions;
similarly, the 5-point algorithm for the essential matrix solver involves ﬁnding
real roots of a 10-degree polynomial. In such a case, we consider the maximum
possible number of algorithm outcomes to get an upper bound of the NFA.
AC estimation of a fundamental matrix and of a homography have been
described before [24, 23]. In the case of homography estimation, we additionally
pick inliers among those that where previously selected for the fundamental
matrix estimation. Our AC estimation of the essential matrix and of the pose is
original. Note that our pose estimation involves a single image domain instead
of two in the other formulations.
5 An a contrario, incremental Structure from Motion
Robust model estimation in incremental SfM is traditionally implemented using
RANSAC and controlled via globally-ﬁxed thresholds, which has the above-
mentioned drawbacks (cf. Section 3). Bundler, for instance, uses as default pa-
rameters a 9-pixel reprojection threshold for the fundamental matrix estimation,
6 pixels for homography and 4 pixels for pose. These are heuristic choices that
yield decent results in many datasets but cannot adapt to all situations.
Using the a contrario approach, we have adaptive thresholds for all compo-
nents of a SfM pipeline that require a robust model estimation (cf. Section 4).
Our a contrario 3D reconstruction pipeline is separated in two AC blocks: ﬁrst,
the computation of feature correspondences, and second, the SfM process itself.
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A contrario correspondence For the computation of fundamental matrices
and homographies, we replace estimations by RANSAC with AC-RANSAC.
For homography, we additionally pick inliers among those that where pre-
viously selected for the fundamental matrix estimation, which reduces the
search space. This yields the statistically most consistent set of matches be-
tween feature sets as well as a computed threshold for the model found. As
we shall see, it selects more stable matches for the camera pose estimation.
A contrario camera pose estimation For pose estimation, which may need
the matrix of instrinsics, we also replace RANSAC with AC-RANSAC. The
computed threshold of the resection is particularly valuable because it pro-
vides a conﬁdence estimate on the current view that is used as a threshold for
outlier rejection of new possible triangulated tracks. Each newly triangulated
point yielding a larger reprojection error is discarded.
Our reconstruction pipeline is not bound by the usage of a static threshold Tm
per kind of model m. It provides adaptive thresholds Tm,i for each computed
model, i.e., for each kind of model and for each model of a given kind to estimate,
given corresponding data (typically, a pair of images).
6 Experiments
We have implemented an a contrario, incremental SfM system, as described in
Section 5. Our reconstruction pipeline is entirely written in high level C++,
with ﬂexible template modules. In particular, we use a generic AC-RANSAC
implementation [25] and new model solvers only need to be warped into a given
structure. We plan to open source our system to make available an easy to
read/use/modify platform for SfM. Unit tests have been designed for each com-
puter vision building block, that also illustrate how to use the various modules.
In the following, we mainly compare our system with Bundler [13], a popular
and eﬃcient system that is open source and fairly easy to use. For comparison,
our code has 8,000 lines of code while Bundler has 20,000. AC-RANSAC results
for speciﬁc kinds of models are also illustrated by comparison to RANSAC only.
To evaluate our approach, we have experimented with datasets where ground
truth is available. We have used the datasets of Strecha et al. [28], with laser
ground truth, dataset 004 of [8] with calibration ground truth and 2 additional
synthetic generated dataset.
6.1 Threshold variation for fundamental matrix estimation
To assess the interest of adaptive thresholds for feature correspondence estima-
tion, we have estimated fundamental matrices on [28] and measured the average
baseline error of the SfM reconstruction, over all views of the dataset, for various
values of the corresponding threshold TF . Results are shown in Table 2.
Note that the rank-1 threshold value varies depending on the dataset, mean-
ing there is no ideal static threshold that leads to the best results in the Bundler
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Scene
Bundler TF threshold AC-SfM TF threshold
1 3 6 9 12 auto min med max
FountainP11
error 0.002 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.001
ranking 1 3 2 4 5 0.57 1.00 10.5
HerzJesusP8
error 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.007 0.003 0.001
ranking 4 1 3 5 2 0.63 1.88 5.26
HerzJesusP25
error 0.004 0.010 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.005
ranking 3 5 4 1 2 0.23 1.53 82.8
CastleP19
error 8.22 0.029 0.032 0.039 X 0.015
ranking 4 1 2 3 X 0.69 0.91 15.7
CastleP30
error 0.055 0.057 0.043 0.042 0.045 0.011
ranking 4 5 2 1 3 0.55 0.92 284
Table 2. Fundamental matrix threshold consequence over reconstruction: average error
(in meters) w.r.t. ground truth (over all views of the dataset). For Bundler: average
baseline error and corresponding rank, depending on threshold values. Best in bold. X
denotes a failed calibration, one of the views being rejected by Bundler. For AC-SfM:
average baseline error and distribution of the computed threshold values.
chain. This is conﬁrmed by the distribution of the computed AC threshold (over
all views of the dataset): there is no stable median value and extreme values (min
and max) greatly vary. The average AC baseline error is signiﬁcantly lower than
with the best static threshold in most cases. The error is however almost equal
for HerzJesusP25. The reason is that some false matches and bad estimates can
still occur in the AC-RANSAC case.
6.2 Camera pose estimation
To evaluate camera pose estimation, two views are ﬁrst used for building a 3D
point cloud, then the other images are compared to that point cloud to estimate
their pose. The results are displayed in Fig. 4.
The default RANSAC threshold T = 4 of Bundler fails for images 0, 2, 10-13
and 23-24, because not enough correspondences with that precision are found.
For the other images, the error with respect to the ground truth is worse in base-
line and in angle than for the much larger threshold T = 12. The AC-RANSAC
adaptive thresholds provides errors that are similar to T = 12 RANSAC. A
closer study shows that the T = 4 selection incorporates outliers and thus yields
a less accurate result. Naturally, these outliers are also present for T = 12, but
an averaging eﬀect happens to produce a good accuracy. Still, the a contrario
pose estimation is more discriminative, strongly adjusting to the context, and
yields an accuracy comparable to T = 12 with slightly fewer correspondences.
No system could register camera 13 though, because of a lack of overlap with
the initial pair.
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Fig. 4. Evaluation of camera pose estimation with RANSAC and AC-RANSAC on
HerzJesusP25. Two views are ﬁrst registered with a fundamental matrix, yielding a
3D point cloud. Then the pose of all other images is computed relatively to that point
cloud. Thresholds 4 (Bundler's default) and 12 are tested. On the left is displayed the
pose error relative to ground truth (baseline, angle), on the right the used thresholds.
6.3 Structure from Motion accuracy comparison
Finally, we have evaluated the whole AC-SfM pipeline, comparing it to Bundler.
The same inputs are considered, i.e., SIFT keypoints and a maximum ratio of 0.6
for the best to second best descriptor matches. For this evaluation, we used both
real [28, 8] and synthetic datasets. The quality of the reconstructions is evalu-
ated on camera external position and rotation with a 7-degree of freedom rigid
transform registration (scale, translation, rotation) [29]. The rigid transform is
used to preserve angles and distance ratios. Results are shown in Fig. 5.
The angular error is signiﬁcantly lower in our pipeline for all datasets while
the baseline error is comparable to that of Bundler, although most of the time
better and more equally distributed among the views. The exception is Set0004-
1200x1600, for which 60% of the baseline errors of the camera are more precise,
but all the angular error are better. Figure 6 presents a comparative evaluation
on synthetic datasets. A contrario SfM gives again signiﬁcantly more accurate
results, thanks to its adaptive thresholds.
It can be noted that Bundler, being considered state of the art, already
performs quite well, rotation errors being below a fraction of degree. But there
is still room for improvement for applications requiring high-precision, which is
what we aim at. In fact, these experiments show that AC consistently yields
a better precision (up to factor 10). This provides substantial beneﬁts for 3D
reconstruction: a 0.2◦ diﬀerence in a ray direction at 10m distance (typical in
most experiments of Figure 5) yields an arc length of (0.2/180×pi)∗10m = 3.5 cm,
whereas for such scenes we would like to achieve a 1 cm precision.
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Fig. 5. Evaluation of camera calibration with Bundler and a contrario SfM on [28],
and scene 004 from [8]. To facilitate the graph reading, the error measures (baseline
and angle) for the diﬀerent views are sorted in decreasing order of a contrario SfM
baseline error. The angular error for Castle-P19, averaging 25◦ for Bundler, could not
be explained and should not be considered in this comparison. On the whole AC SfM is
signiﬁcantly more accurate than Bundler, and has a more equal distribution of errors.
7 Conclusion
We have argued the interest of model estimators with ﬁne-grain, adaptive thresh-
olds and described how to automatically perform such model estimations for SfM
within the framework of the a contrario theory. We have presented a practical
3D reconstruction pipeline that implements these AC estimators and we have
shown that our threshold-free system can select inliers with a better discrimina-
tion than classical RANSAC, yielding better reconstructions and poses.
Our original contribution includes the a contrario threshold deﬁnition for the
estimation of the essential matrix and for resection. It can be noted that pose
estimation involves here a single image, contrary to symmetrical errors used in
other parameterizations. Also original is the use, when estimating a homography,
of inliers that were selected for the fundamental matrix estimation. Finally, we
have systematized AC estimation in a concrete SfM pipeline and showed that it
often outperforms state-of-the-art systems. Prior work had indicated feasibility
for some components, not eﬃciency for a complete system and large-scale data.
A few ﬁxed parameters remain, but we believe some of them can be re-
moved too. In particular, we think that the commonly used SIFT descriptor
distance ratio for feature matching can be replaced by an a contrario descrip-
tor matching [30]. There is also encouraging work on a contrario disparity map
estimation [31]. This opens the way to a robust, parameter-free, multiple-view
stereovision process computing dense point clouds and 3D meshes.
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Fig. 6. Camera calibration with Bundler and a contrario SfM on synthetic datasets.
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